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►The Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) 
Regulations 1992:
►Reg.11 prescribes requirements for workstations
►However, the Workplace Regulations do not apply to 

domestic premises: reg.2(1)
►The Health and Safety (Display Screen Equipment) 

Regulations 1992
►The Management of Health and Safety at Work 

Regulations 1999

Statutory duties



►The Health and Safety (Display Screen Equipment) 
Regulations 1992.

►Who is covered?
►“Users”, meaning employees (either of employer or 

somebody else) who habitually use DSE as significant part 
of normal work

►“Operators”, meaning self-employed persons who 
habitually use DSE as significant part of normal work.

►What is covered?
► “workstations” which means an assembly comprising: (i) 

DSE; (ii) optional accessories; (iii) desk, chair, work surface 
etc; (iv) immediate work environment

Statutory duties



►What are the duties?
►Reg.2: suitable and sufficient analysis of workstations to assess health and 

safety risks:
►By users, regardless of who has provided them
►By operators, which have been provided by employer

►Reg.3: ensure workstation meets requirements in the Schedule (users and 
operators)

►Reg.4: plan activities of users so that daily work on DSE is interrupted by 
breaks or changes in activity to reduce their workload at that equipment

►Reg.5: carry out eye and eyesight test as soon as practicable after 
requested by user; providing special corrective appliances where necessary

►Reg.6: provide users with health and safety training on use of workstations
►Reg.7: provide users and operators with adequate information about H&S 

aspects relating to their workstations and their compliance with their duties 
under the Regs

Statutory duties



►HSE Regs – the Schedule
►Employers must ensure that workstations meet the requirements in the Schedule to 

the extent that:
► They are relevant to the workstation;
► They relate to the health and safety of the employee; and
► Compliance is appropriate given the nature of the task.

►Equipment:
►DSE: characters/image on screen; brightness; swivel and tilt easily and freely; no reflective glare
► Keyboard: tiltable and separate; sufficient space in front
►Work desk: sufficient in size to allow flexible arrangement
►Work chair: stable; adjustable seat height; adjustable seat back (height and tilt); footrest

►Environment:
► Sufficient space; 
► Satisfactory lighting (no direct glare and no distracting reflections)
► Take into account too: noise, heat, radiation and humidity

►Software:
►Minimise data processing; permit control of pace of work by user/operator.

Statutory duties



►The Management Regs:
►Regulation 3(1): employers suitable and sufficient 

assessment in order to identify measures needed to 
comply with requirements of relevant statutory provisions

►Regulation 3(2): self-employed persons must make 
assessment of risks to their own health and safety (as well 
as to anyone else, arising out of or in connection with 
their undertaking).

►Regulation 10: employers must provide comprehensible 
and relevant information on risks to H&S and preventive 
measures

Statutory duties



►Duty to act in respect of foreseeable risks
►Includes duty to carry out assessment of those risks
►These duties will be informed by:

►The statutory obligations in the DSE
►What the employer actually knew 
►The state of knowledge of the industry (cf HSE guidance)
►What the employer ought to have know had they carried 

out an adequate risk assessment (this may include what an 
ergonomist would have said had they been consulted: 
Allison v London Underground [2008] ICR 719)

The common law



►What injuries are foreseeable (non-exhaustive)?
►Fatigue
►Eye strain/headaches
►Upper limb/neck/back pain
►Carpal tunnel syndrome
►Occipital neuralgia
►Chronic pain syndromes

►What are the main problems?
►Poor ergonomically set up workstation
►Inadequate rest breaks
►Sustained overuse – too much repetitive movement
►Poor posture (especially neck)

The common law



►The risk assessment:
►Don’t just tick some boxes and put it in a drawer: Denton 

Hall v Fifield [2006] EWCA Civ 169
►To comply with the DSE Regs, the RA will probably need to 

involve expert ergonomic input of some description: Allison 
v London Underground Ltd [2008] ICR 719.

►Risk assessment needs to be reviewed regularly.
►The HSE DSE checklist is a good starting-point, but it must 

be filled out by somebody with appropriate training (and 
not normally the employee).

►If this is done remotely, will need good photographic/video 
evidence; perhaps also measurements from employee

The common law



►Relevant HSE Guidance links:
►Full guidance on working with DSE (2003): 

https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/books/l26.htm
►Brief guide on working with DSE (2013): 

https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg36.pdf
►DSE workstation checklist (2013): 

https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/ck1.htm

The common law
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►What the HSE guidance says (some main points):
►Forearms approximately horizontal
►Eyes the same height as the top of the screen
►Space under desk to move legs; feet squarely on the floor; footrest to 

keep backs of legs and knees away from edge of seat
►Space in front of keyboard; keep wrists straight; maintain soft touch on 

keys and do not overstretch fingers
►Use mouse with straight wrist; sit upright and close to desk to avoid 

working with mouse arm stretched; support forearm on desk
►Avoid long spells of DSE work

►On laptops:
►Use docking station or firm surface, and full-sized keyboard and mouse 

whenever possible.
►Height and position of screen should be angled so the user is sitting 

comfortably/reflection is minimised

The common law



►Acting on the risk assessment:
►Setting up the workstation correctly (based on RA): do 

not leave this to the employee.
►This may mean providing new equipment (e.g. chair, desk and 

monitor(s)/keyboard/mouse for laptop)
►Training/warnings on safe posture
►Rest breaks (including software prompting this)
►Warning employees about common signs of MSD to 

catch injuries early
►Responding to subsequent complaints/concerns from 

employees

The common law



►Establishing breach:
►Will usually require expert evidence from an ergonomist
►This may cover both foreseeability and also how the workstation 

is deficient
►Causation is often complex in these cases:

►Need to identify a known pathological condition that was caused 
by work: Mountenay v Bernard Matthews [1994] 5 Med LR 293.

►Must focus on link between the actual breach and injury; not 
enough to say “work in general” caused the injury

►If e.g. absence of warning/training is relied on, must prove this 
would have made a difference

►Consider nature of injury: often there are constitutional factors.  
Is it an exacerbation/acceleration of underlying condition?

Breach and causation



The end
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